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ABSTRACT

Driven by stringent power and thermal constraints, heterogeneous multi-core processors, such as the ARM big-LITTLE architecture, are becoming increasingly popular. In this thesis, the use of low-power heterogeneous multi-cores as Microservers using web search as a motivational application is addressed. In particular, I propose a new family of scheduling policies for heterogeneous microservers that assign incoming search queries to available cores so as to optimize for performance metrics such as mean response time and service level agreements, while guaranteeing thermally-safe operation. Thorough experimental evaluations on a big-LITTLE platform demonstrate, on an heterogeneous eight-core Samsung Exynos 5422 MpSoC, with four big and little cores each, that naive performance-oriented scheduling policies quickly result in thermal instability, while the proposed policies not only reduce peak temperature but also achieve $4.8 \times$ reduction in processing time and $5.6 \times$ increase in energy efficiency compared to baseline scheduling policies.
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Technology scaling enables a greater number of transistors, hence processing cores, to be integrated on a single chip by approximately doubling the number of transistors every 1.5 years\cite{19}. However, designs are now primarily limited by power and not area due to increasing power density, which results in the dark silicon problem \cite{16, 40}. Heterogeneous or asymmetric multicore processors that integrate high-performance “big” and more energy efficient “little” cores on the same chip \cite{27, 33, 5} have been proposed to utilize the abundance of transistors in the dark silicon era. An instance of an asymmetric big-little processor is now available commercially \cite{5, 35}. The goal is to “deliver peak performance capacity, higher sustained performance, and increased parallel processing performance, at significantly lower average power. \cite{5}”. The underlying idea is to use the small cores for lightweight tasks, and the big cores for computationally demanding tasks. The problem of determining the type and number of cores as well as their optimal frequencies under general workloads remains an open challenge. Existing solutions implemented in the OS kernels rely on heuristics based on CPU utilization \cite{34, 33}. Determining when exactly to use which core, however, remains an open challenge.

*The goal of this paper is to study optimal scheduling policies for heterogeneous processors that are used as Micro-servers.* A scheduling policy is an online algorithm that assign jobs waiting in a queue to available servers, in this case either to the fast or slow core, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. When the goal is to minimize mean sojourn time (the sum of the time the job spends waiting in the queue and executing on a core), it would seem intuitive to schedule jobs (from the head of the queue) to *any* of the two cores, big or little, that is available to exploit all available computing resources. However, seminal work from Lin
Figure 1.1: The state-of-art big-LITTLE platform [1], with four big and four little cores, used in our experiments.

and Kumar [31] has shown that the optimal scheduling policy is of **threshold type**.

In this paper, we focus on heterogeneous Microservers and use web search as our motivational application. Microservers, which are powered by low power processors traditionally used in mobile systems, are increasingly being adopted in datacenters for power and cost reasons [22, 38]. More precisely, we study scheduling policies for heterogeneous processors that serve a stream of search queries with the goal of meeting pre-specified service-level agreements (SLA). This study is indeed timely since power consumption and cost considerations have pushed low power ARM and Intel Atom processors, such as the one used in this work (Figure 1.3(b), to the Microserver domain [22, 38]. Integration of big and little cores on a single chip results in a large dynamic range both in power consumption and performance by dynamically controlling the type, number, and frequency of active cores. Consequently, traditional scheduling policies, which have been typically
limited to *homogeneous* servers with the sole goal of performance optimization, need to be reconsidered by accounting for heterogeneity and energy efficiency explicitly.

### 1.1 Motivation

Scheduling policies that focus only on performance can quickly exceed the chip thermal budget and result in system shut-down for dark silicon chips. Indeed, the default scheduling policy on the commercial big-LITTLE platform shown in Figure 1.1 opportunistically uses more big cores as jobs arrive, and then turns on little cores when the big cores are fully utilized. Consequently, the core temperature spikes quickly causing the platform shut down *despite the fan*, as depicted in Figure 1.2. An alternative is to utilize the little cores first, and start using the big cores only after all the little cores are fully utilized. Although this prevents system shut-down, transient temperature spikes, shown in Figure 1.2

![Figure 1.2](image-url)

**Figure 1.2:** The baseline policies (default OS policy and Little + Big Opportunistic) result in either system shut-down or performance throttling due to over-utilization of the big cores. In contrast, the proposed policies results in thermally safe operation with significant benefits in both performance and energy efficiency.
(blue o markers), cause the big cores throttle, thus reduce performance. In contrast, the policies proposed in this paper avoid both system shut down and performance throttling by judiciously determining when to use big cores, as seen in Figure 1.2 (red * markers).

### 1.2 Proposed Policies

The motivational example above illustrates that indiscriminate use of big cores results in thermal instability. The proposed policies activate big cores judiciously based on the following two criteria: (i) The number of outstanding search queries exceeds a certain threshold (these are referred to as threshold policies in literature); (ii) There are “critical” jobs in the queue that may miss their deadlines.

![Figure 1.3: Degrees of Freedom Leveraged by the Proposed Scheduling Algorithms.](image)

The queue-based threshold serves as a measure of workload intensity, and allows the scheduling policy to adapt to dynamic variations in arrival rate. When there is only one big and little core, the threshold policy that preferentially uses the big core and only uses the little core when the occupancy exceeds a threshold has been shown to minimize mean ser-
vice time In Figure 1.3 (static, in-order, task), reduces to a special case whose performance optimality is proven theoretically by the seminal work of Lin and Kumar [31]. However, we show that this policy leads to thermal instability. In contrast, we will show that by preferentially using the little cores and judiciously activating the big cores, the proposed policies result in not only thermally-safe behavior, but also significantly improve power and energy-efficiency compared to baseline approaches. What is more, we also account for Service Level Agreements (SLAs) by explicitly checking for deadline violations, and scheduling the critical jobs to the big cores. Of note, determining criticality requires a predictor for the execution time of outstanding queries in the queue. Hence, we designed and implemented such a prediction mechanism for web-search queries. In the absence of an execution time predictor, the proposed threshold-based scheme can still be used, and provides significant improvement over the state-of-the-art. In general, the set of policies can operate at all of the vertices of the design space shown in Figure 1.3. Specifically, the intensity of the workload is measured either by the number of jobs in the queue, or by the total predicted execution time for all the pending jobs. The latter, which is more accurate, is feasible when the execution time predictions are viable. Second, smaller tasks could be preferably scheduled to little cores, if out of order scheduling is permitted. Finally, the scheduling threshold, as well as in- or out of order processing choice, can be static or adjusted dynamically depending on the workload (in the server setting, this corresponds to the rate at which jobs arrive for processing). The proposed approach encapsulates these design choices in a single, overarching framework and enables performance, power and energy optimization by leveraging these opportunities. However, as noted in Figure 1.2, policies that only target performance lead to thermal instability for dark silicon chips. Ours is the first work that considers threshold-type policies to optimize energy efficiency for servers with multiple big and little cores, while leveraging there are no known optimality results considering the degrees of freedom in Figure 1.3.
The novel contributions of this paper are:

- We show that using big and little cores opportunistically, like the default Linux policy, quickly raises temperature and causes frequency throttling or worse, system shut-down.
- We propose novel scheduling policies for heterogeneous Microservers that result in thermally-safe behavior while optimizing SLAs including mean response time and percentage of queries that are served by a specified deadline.
- We implement and experimentally validate the proposed policies on an octa-core big-LITTLE hardware platform [1] using workload intensity traces from production datacenters [12] and web search benchmark.
- Experiments on real hardware show 4.8× boost in performance and 5.6× increase in energy efficiency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is presented in Chapter 2. The Proposed scheduling policies are explained in Chapter 3. Finally, Extensive experimental evaluation using Samsung Exynos XU3 octa-core chip is performed and shown in Chapter 4 and conclusions appear in Chapter 5.
Multi-cores SoC architectures are fast becoming next big thing in both server and desktop processors. In next 20-30 years, processors with tens and even hundreds of cores on one chip should be seen [9, 17]. The most important part of MPSoCs is parallel processing, which is assigning tasks or jobs to processors. The purpose of task scheduling in MPSoCs are maximizing performance by assigning correct tasks to correct processors and optimizing energy consumption.

On homogeneous multi-cores systems there are several studies done on known scheduling algorithms [24, 28, 11] assuming tasks with a uniform arrival rate. Normally the performance of these popular scheduling algorithms are considered:

- **Min-min** [21]: Min-min algorithm is a simple heuristic, which selects a task with the minimum execution time on any processor from the set of unmapped tasks, and schedules it onto the processor on which it has the minimum completion time. The algorithm is very simple and easy to implement but it requires execution time of all the tasks and the time at which task is going to execute.

- **Max-min** [23]: Max-min algorithm is similar to Min-min algorithm but it gives preference to the task with the longest earliest finish time. If the number of short tasks are much more than long tasks, then long tasks will be scheduled first and executed with many short tasks. This algorithm has certain limitations which arise if number of short tasks are less or equal to large tasks. [23] shows that this algorithm is better than Min-min algorithm.

- **Chaining** [14]: Chaining algorithm is proposed by Djordjevic and Tosic, which is a single pass deterministic algorithm based on list scheduling techniques except in this case task are mapped irrespective of the task dependencies. The scheduling in this case
is dependent on the time to communicate and execution time. It assumes execution time of each of the tasks at every point is known.

- **A* [29]**: The A* algorithm is a best-first search algorithm, originated from the field of artificial intelligence. It is a tree-search algorithm which starts with a null tree and the tree is expanded by allocating a task to all possible processors. It always provides a partial solution and has an exponential execution time.

- **Simulated annealing [15]**: Simulated Annealing is based on Monte Carlo approach on optimization functions. At each stage, a solution is generated by randomly modifying the current solution i.e. remove a task, or switch the two tasks, and it is evaluated based on initial parameters and if considered a better solution the parameters are updated.

- **Deadline based task scheduling policies**: Some of the traditional algorithms are Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [7], Round Robin Scheduling Algorithm (RR) with new algorithms like Prioritized Deadline based Scheduling Algorithm (PDSA) using project management technique for efficient job execution with deadline constraints [2].

The algorithms mentioned above only considered execution time and load balancing but they neglect the energy consumption. In this era, optimization of energy optimization is equally important as we cannot high power-consuming algorithms. There are several algorithms where energy consumption is taken into account such as [43] which calculates the priority of task based on execution time and system energy consumption, where priority is calculated at every instant making the overhead quite high. It is also expected to know power consumption of tasks beforehand. Energy-efficient algorithms with duplication based method using ant colony algorithm is considered in [46].

In reality clusters in servers and datacenters are heterogeneous in terms of the performance, capacity and power consumption in terms of CPU cores. Kumar et al. [27] and by Viniotis et al. [41] are among the first studies to discuss and evaluate the benefits of asymmetric (or heterogeneous) multi-core processors for general purpose computing. Since
then several research efforts have been dedicated to determining run-time scheduling tech-
niques to map application threads to cores [8, 26, 39]. However, none of these techniques
consider dynamic job arrivals or queueing effects, which are critical in the server/datacenter
context. Closer to our work, Gupta and Nathuji [19] have looked at datacenter servers with
many little cores and one big core, and have modeled service time using M/M/1 model, i.e.,
assuming only one job runs on the server at any given point in time. In contrast, our work
allows concurrent execution of multiple jobs, for instance, search queries with multiple lit-
tle and big cores. The work in [37] looks at a similar problem, but assumes only one cluster
is on at a given time. However, the entire processor is modeled as a single server running
only one job at any given time, where the jobs itself are multi-threaded and the big core is
used to accelerate serial sections of the jobs.

With the introduction of commercially available advent of asymmetric or heterogeneous
multi-cores like the ARM big.LITTLE architecture, there has been increased interest in
designing performance optimal and energy efficient scheduling policies for heterogeneous
processors. Recent work has proposed energy efficient scheduling policies for mobile web
browsing on an ARM big.LITTLE processor [47, 20]. These techniques schedule jobs to
exploit the variations in energy consumption and time required to load different web pages.
Power/performance modeling of asymmetric multi-core architectures has been addressed
in [36]. The authors present a software-based approach to estimate power consumption and
performance for different core types. Likewise, power management of big-little processors
is considered in [33], but is focused on dynamic core-count and voltage/frequency scaling
during the execution of a single job, but does not model job arrivals or queuing effects.
However, this work focuses on controlling the set of active cores, voltage/frequency of the
cores and task migration. Similar to the previous papers on scheduling for heterogeneous
processors, it does not consider a server setting and hence job arrival process and queuing
effects are not modeled.
From a theoretical perspective, Walrand [42] and Koole [25] provide alternative (and simpler) proofs for the results of Lin and Kumar. The threshold based policies are proven to be energy-efficient with N thresholds policy for multiple servers in [6] with comparison of different policies, where it is shown theoretically energy efficiency gain is achieved with 1 or 2 thresholds. Nonetheless, extending the result showing the optimality of the threshold policies to settings with more than two servers has proven surprisingly hard.

Efficiency of big and small cores in web search has been analyzed in [22]. Finally, we note that heterogeneity in processing capabilities has also been discussed at the full datacenter level [18, 13], instead of a single server/processor level as we do in this paper. These works do model job arrivals and queuing effects, but consider entirely different types of scheduling policies than those that this thesis research consider.

In this dark silicon era, we should also consider temperature aware scheduling algorithms with energy optimizations as thermal constraints play a important role. There are algorithms which do use task migration to get uniform thermal map based on HotSpot thermal model [44] or by using Dynamic Voltage/Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and Dynamic thermal management(DTM) or Heuristic algorithms [45]. Dynamic thermal management primarily by throttle the processor activity by either reducing frequency (or voltage) or restricting the operation of a core.

In the thesis, a family of threshold policies for multiple big-LITTLE servers are developed and the optimality of them for performance and energy optimization is shown in thermally-safe behavior while still meeting SLAs. It can be concluded that starting with low power cores and improving performance is a better strategy than starting with high performance cores. The algorithms are targeted towards heterogeneous cores but they can work for asymmetric cores like Snapdragon™ 800 also as experimentally evaluated.
Chapter 3

PROPOSED SCHEDULING POLICIES

3.1 Quality Metrics

We formally define the quality and SLA metrics before presenting our problem formulation.

**Definition 1.** *Average service time* is the sum of queuing time and execution time on the server averaged over all queries.

**Definition 2.** *Energy efficiency* \((\text{tasks/J})\) is defined as the ratio of the throughput (tasks/second) and the CPU power (W).

**Definition 3.** *Total platform power* (W) is the power consumed by the whole platform including the CPU, fan and peripherals.

**Definition 4.** The *SLA* refers to an agreement between a user and a service provider (the server), that provides guarantees on quality-of-service (QoS). The SLA that we use in this paper is the percentage of jobs that with a service time less than a pre-specified deadline.

The server platform considered in this paper is shown in Figure 3.1. As new search queries arrive, they wait in a software queue for service. Then, the jobs are serviced by two types of cores which are clustered as “big” (fast, power hungry) and “little” (slow, low power). At any given point in time, a core executes only one search query. When one or more cores are idle and there are outstanding jobs in the queue, the scheduling policy (also implemented in software) decides which job(s) in the queue are allocated to which cores. The servers in the big cluster are faster, hence more power hungry, while those in the little cluster are more energy efficient. This model is general in the sense that big and little clusters can be on a single chip as in [5, 35] or they can be different machines. However,
experimental evaluation in this paper focuses on a single chip implementation.

Next, we present the scheduling policy that begins with a queue-occupancy based threshold to determine activation of big cores, and then incorporate the deadline constraints to meet the SLA.

### 3.2 Queue Occupancy Based Threshold Policy

We start off with the scenario in which the scheduler knows only the mean execution times on the big and little cores, and services jobs in the order in which they arrive (these

![Figure 3.1: (a) Baseline Little+Big Opportunistic Policy: Little cores are used first and big cores when all little cores are busy. (b) Threshold Policy: Little cores are used first, and big cores only for the number of jobs beyond a threshold.](image-url)
constraints will be relaxed later). Under this assumption, when there is at least one idle core and one job waiting in the queue, the scheduler can make one of the following two decisions:

- **Send**: The job at the head of the queue is sent to an available core. If both types of cores are available, the scheduling policy decides whether to send the job to the big or the little cluster.

- **Wait**: The scheduling policy chooses to wait rather than scheduling a pending job to an available core.

**Definition 5**: If there are idle cores/servers of both types, i.e., big and little, the scheduler needs to choose one type over the other. The type which is prioritized by the scheduler is called the *preferred server*. In this paper, all of our proposed policies are “little preferred” policies since we found that no “big preferred” policy is thermally stable.
3.3 Baseline Policy and Motivation for Threshold Policies

Intuitively, it might seem that performance is improved by exploiting any available server, i.e., by always taking the “send” action. In other words, whenever the job queue is non-empty, the baseline policy always takes the “send” action. When the goal is to minimize the service time (performance), the scheduler can utilize first all the big cores, and then use the little cores — this is, *in essence, what the default OS scheduler does.* Alternatively, the scheduler can prefer first the little cores, if the primary goal is minimizing power. However, we empirically observed that policies in which big cores are preferred are *not* thermally stable. Therefore, the baseline policy we consider first utilizes the little cores, and starts using the big cores only after all little cores are busy, as shown in Figure 3.1(a).

Meanwhile, any unused core is put to sleep state to save power.

We note that using both cores opportunistically *does not* necessarily provide optimal performance. Suppose that there is a job waiting in the queue and all of the fast servers are busy while there is an idle slow server. Execution time of the slow server can be longer than the waiting time for a fast server plus the execution time in the fast server. Consequently, even a small increase in the service rate, in particular when the arrival rate approaches to the service rate, can shrink the service time significantly. For example, consider the average waiting time in an M/M/1 queue, $W = 1/\left(\mu - \lambda\right)$. The change in the waiting time as a function of the service rate can be found as $dW/d\mu = -1/(\mu - \lambda)$. Hence, the savings in waiting time is significant in particular when $\lambda \to \mu$ Hence, the effective service rate can be improved by waiting for a fast server.

This intuition has been formalized by Lin and Kumar [31] for one fast and one slow server. They showed, under ideal conditions, that the optimal scheduling policy is indeed of “threshold type” wherein the faster server is used opportunistically but the slower server is only used when the number of jobs in the queue exceeds a certain threshold. However,
their results have not been empirically validated so far with real workloads. Moreover, these results have not been generalized to multiple servers, for time-varying job-arrival rates, or taking into account power and energy efficiency as metrics. The framework presented next captures this result as a special case when it is used for a single fast and single small server and the scheduling decision is limited to static, in-order processing with threshold specified in number of tasks (see Figure 1.3). Therefore, we present threshold policies next.

3.4 Proposed Threshold Policy

When the size and execution time of the jobs cannot be predicted before the execution starts, we need to rely on the number of jobs that are already waiting in the queue, and their order of arrival. Hence, our problem formulation is:

*Optimize* the average service time and energy efficiency *subject to* thermal constraints.

In the proposed scheduler, we set the little cores as the preferred server to address temperature constraints and energy-efficiency (see Algorithm 1). Since (for now) we assume that the scheduler cannot predict the execution time of search queries in advance, it simply schedules jobs in the order in which they arrive.

The proposed threshold policy is illustrated in Figure 3.1. If there is a job waiting at the head of the queue and a little core is available (*Case A*), the job is always sent to the little core. If all little cores are busy and there is at least one more job waiting in the queue, the job is sent to a big core *only if* the queue length is greater than a threshold $t$. Otherwise, the job is held in the queue. With respect to Figure 1.3, this corresponds to a threshold in terms of number of tasks.

According to the theoretical analysis of Lin and Kumar theory [31], threshold policy is optimum under constant arrival rate. However, real life data shows significant variations as depicted in Figure 3.2 (a). Therefore, we also consider a set of dynamic threshold policies where the thresholds are updated dynamically as a function of job arrival rates. To this
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for the task based threshold scheduling policy.

1: procedure SCHEDULETASK PreferredServer
2:     PreferredServer ← idle
3:     NonPreferredServer ← idle
4:     while TaskQueue is not empty do
5:         if PreferredServer is idle then
6:             Schedule the next job to the PreferredServer
7:         if (TaskQueue is not empty) AND
8:             (NonPreferredServer is idle) AND
9:                 (There is no thermal violation) AND
10:                (TaskQueueSize ≥ Threshold) then
11:                   Schedule the next job to the NonPreferredServer

end, we first characterized the optimal threshold for each algorithm as a function of a
constant rate, and stored this information. Since the optimal threshold does not change
abruptly, the optimal thresholds for five different arrival rates that cover the whole range in
the empirical data as shown in Figure 3.2 (b). Then, the arrival rate tracked at run-time is
used to dynamically control the threshold.

3.4.1 Addressing SLAs using Execution Time Prediction

For many workloads including web search, the execution time of a job can be predicted
ahead of time based on its characteristics. For instance, a search query execution time
predictor, that makes predictions based on the number of keywords in the search query, is
presented in [10]. Following this approach, we performed an offline analysis by sweeping
the number of keywords in Clucene search engine [3] and recording the execution time.
Then, we constructed an accurate linear predictor for execution time as a function of the number of key words as shown in Figure 3.3.

Execution time prediction enables two additional optimizations, as detailed below.

- **Time (instead of Task) Based Threshold:** So far, we have expressed the threshold in terms of the number of tasks waiting in the queue. Using execution time prediction, the threshold can be expressed in terms of absolute time instead of number of tasks. In other words, the total execution time of jobs is computed and compared with the time based threshold to determine when to schedule jobs on the big cluster. The time-based threshold is set, as before, to minimize mean response time for a given arrival rate, and can be dynamically varied to respond to varying arrival rates. To the best of our knowledge, time-based thresholds have not been discussed in literature.

- **Deadline-Aware Out-of-Order Execution:** Assuming that the scheduler is allowed to execute jobs out-of-order, execution time prediction can be used to identify the most critical task in the queue. This is the task with the smallest difference between the deadline on the one hand, and the sum of its current waiting time and predicted execution time on the

procedure SCHEDULETASK $PreferredServer$

2: $PreferredServer ← idle$

3: $NonPreferredServer ← idle$

4: while TaskQueue is not empty do

5: if $PreferredServer$ is idle then

6: Schedule the next job to the $PreferredServer$

8: if (TaskQueue is not empty) AND

9: ($NonPreferredServer$ is idle) AND

10: (There is no thermal violation) AND

11: (Total expected Execution Time $\geq$ Threshold) then

12: Schedule the most critical job to the $NonPreferredServer$

other. Thus, when scheduling a task to the big core, the scheduler preferentially executes
the most critical job instead of the job at the head of the queue to maximize the number
of tasks that meet the SLA. More precisely, the scheduling policy can process a job out
of order, if it is more likely to miss its deadline than those in front of it. We note that
there is no starvation, since execution on the little core is still in order.

3.4.2 Using Pareto Frontier for Low-power Deadline Aware Scheduling Policy

Pareto optimality [32, 30] is widely used in the world of engineering to find optimality
in a multi-objective function. Generally, there can be no single global solution and therefore
it is often necessary to determine a set of points that all fit a predetermined definition for
optimality. Pareto optimality is the concept of defining a point in he Pareto frontier curve,
which can be stated as follows

A point $x^* \in X$, is Pareto optimal iff there does not exist another point $x \in X$, such that
Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code for the Deadline-Aware scheduling policy using Pareto Frontier.

procedure DEADLINE AWARE PARETO CONFIGURATION

Starting Algorithm with 1st Configuration from Pareto Frontier graph

3: $T_d \leftarrow$ Deadline for all jobs

$T_b[i] \leftarrow$ Time of execution of ith job in Big core

$T_l[i] \leftarrow$ Time of execution of ith job in Little core

6: $T_q[i] \leftarrow$ Time already spent in queue of ith job

for all Task in Queue do

9: $\Delta[i] \leftarrow T_d - T_q[i]$

Based on current configuration and threshold,

it can be determined whether job will run in Big or Little core

12: $\Delta[i] \leftarrow \Delta[i] - (\sum_{j=0}^{i} (T_b[j]/T_l[j]))$

if $\min(\Delta) \leq 0$ then

Go to a higher configuration using the Pareto frontier curve

15: Schedule the most critical job to a big core

if $\min(\Delta) \geq Margin$ then

The system can go to lower configuration

F(x) ≤ F(x*) and F_i(x) ≤ F_i(x*).

Using the definition given above, a Pareto frontier graph is made by running Algorithm 2 for different configurations of Big and little cores as shown in Figure 3.4. The total CPU power is obtained using internal sensors and the average service time is reported using a multi-threaded pthread program running search Clucene queries.

The Pareto frontier curve in Figure 3.4 is used to determine how many cores should be used, so that deadline for all jobs is maintained and minimal power should be used.
A separate thread is used to constantly update the configuration, with respect to SLA of the jobs in queue, as shown in Algorithm\(^3\). By knowing the current configuration and threshold, it can be known on which core job will run. For every job in the queue, \(\Delta\) is calculated, by subtracting the time the job has already spent in queue and summation of execution time of all the jobs prior to it plus its own execution time from the deadline. If for any job \(\Delta\) becomes negative then a higher configuration should be used as a job is going to break the SLA, otherwise a lower configuration can be selected. By accurately predicting when a job is going to break deadline, a Pareto optimal point is selected and when not required extra CPU cores are essentially turned off. This way both client is satisfied and temperature of the board under better control.

3.5 Summary of the Proposed Algorithm

Algorithm\(^1\) & Algorithm\(^2\) shows the pseudo-code of a family of scheduling policies that arise as a consequence of the ideas discussed above. The precise scheduling policy can be configured depending on the following choices:

- Big or little preferred, i.e., the variable \(PreferredServer,\)
- Static or dynamic threshold, i.e., in line 11 if a static threshold is used or dynamically updated,
- Task or time based threshold, i.e., whether the threshold is in terms of number of tasks or absolute execution time,
- In-order or out-of-order execution, i.e., whether the next job (lines 6 and 12) is scheduled from the head of the queue, or based on criticality to meet SLA.

We note that the in-order version of the algorithms are explicitly targeted towards minimizing mean response time, although empirically they also result in a significant increase in the fraction of queries serviced within the deadline. The out-of-order versions additionally aim to optimize for the SLA, but can only be used if the execution time can be predicted.
Figure 3.4: Pareto Frontier for Different Configurations using Clucene Search Engine [3] as the Benchmark.
Algorithm 3 shows a method to power consumption and thereby increase energy efficiency while maintaining SLA for all the jobs. The Pareto graph as shown in Figure 3.4 gives optimal points for multi-objective function where we have to decrease power consumption and at the same time decrease average service time.

As a final note, the proposed scheduling policies are both implicitly and explicitly thermally constrained. Implicitly, the power governor on the chip throttles the big core or shuts off the platform in case of thermal emergencies. Explicitly, in line 10 of the algorithm, we only schedule jobs on the big core if the current system temperature is below a safe value.

Each instance of the scheduling policies mentioned above are summarized in Table 3.1. We note that each one has a static and dynamic implementation.

Table 3.1: The different optimal scheduling algorithms discussed in above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Scheduling</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>In Order, task</td>
<td>In Order</td>
<td>Number of tasks in the queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>In Order, time</td>
<td>In Order</td>
<td>Execution time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Out of Order, time</td>
<td>Out of Order</td>
<td>Execution time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

4.1 Experimental Setup

We implemented a multi-threaded program using the POSIX pthread library to evaluate the scheduling policies studied in this paper. Thread 1 generates new jobs, and then inserts them into a queue of size 512. Whenever the task queue is non-empty, Thread 2 schedules the task to one of the servers following the scheduling policies described in Chapter 3. The core implementing the scheduler goes to sleep between scheduling different jobs, and has less than 5% utilization. Finally, threads 3-6 and threads 7-10 implement the slow and fast servers, respectively, as described in Table 4.1.

4.2 Development Platform

This program is executed on an Odroid XU3 development board [1] running Linux kernel 3.10.9 on Samsung Exynos 5422 MpSoC. Samsung Exynos 5422 MpSoC has a heterogeneous multi-processing (HMP) solution with which it can simultaneously use both Big (4

Table 4.1: The threads used in the experiments, the cores they are mapped to, and their description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thread</th>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 (A7)</td>
<td>Generates and enqueues the tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7 (A15)</td>
<td>Schedules the tasks to slow and fast servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>0-3 (A7)</td>
<td>Slow server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>4-7 (A15)</td>
<td>Fast server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A15 cores) and Little (4 A7 cores) clusters with internal power and temperature sensors. The processor supports DVFS and it has default governor as *interactive*. The Big and Little cores are symmetric, meaning all cores in same cluster can have same frequency. The processor is widely used commercially in Android mobile phones and tablets. In our experiments, we measured the power consumption and temperature using the built-in sensors.

### 4.3 Evaluation Methodology

The enqueue thread generates search queries with varying job arrival rates taken from a commercially deployed datacenter server \[12\] for an entire day, as shown in Figure 3.2. The jobs stored in the queue are the number of keywords in search queries. We incorporated a keyword search application into our multi-threaded program using “Clucene search engine API” \[3\]. Clucene is a C++ port of Java based Lucene, open-source high-performance text search engine API, used in a lot of high traffic websites such as Twitter, Wolfram Research and LinkedIn \[4\]. Upon receiving a new job, the servers search as many keywords as
Table 4.2: Frequency table for the Odroid XU3 big.LITTLE development platform [1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Frequency of Big Core (A15) (MHz)</th>
<th>Frequency of Small Core (A7) (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

specified in the job size in a 500 MB database from Wikipedia, already indexed using Clucene API. It is also used to build search capabilities for various applications such as Eclipse IDE, Nutch and companies like IBM, AOL and Hewlett-Packard. Clucene is used as it is faster than Lucene and as its written with a flexible CMake build system, cross-compilation for ARM architecture was possible. We made a database search engine using CLucene search engine library. It was incorporated into the program and cross-compiled for the ARM architecture. For each experiment, we generated jobs using entire day’s job arrival data, and ran the system until all keyword searches are completed.

When we make the fast server (big core cluster) “preferred” the temperature rises steadily during high activity periods until a forced shut-down (as shown in Figure 1.2). Therefore, we evaluated the proposed scheduling policies when the slow server (little core
cluster) is preferred. We also compared the proposed policies against two baseline cases: (i) *Only Little*: The scheduling threshold is set to infinity such that only the little cluster is used, and (ii) *Little Big Opportunistic*: The threshold is set to zero such the big cores are used opportunistically whenever the little cores are fully utilized (Figure 3.1a).

![Graphs showing normalized average service time and energy efficiency](image)

**Figure 4.2:** (a): Normalized average service time and (b): Energy efficiency for static out of order scheduling as a function of threshold expressed in absolute time with the optimal points as 10 s and 94 tasks/J respectively. Both plots demonstrate the optimal nature of the "threshold" based scheduling algorithms.
4.4 Impact of Threshold on Performance and Energy Efficiency

The threshold parameter, either in terms of number or predicted execution time of outstanding jobs, is a critical knob that determines the utilization of the big cores for our proposed policies. Figure 4.2 shows the performance and energy efficiency of the time-based threshold policy as a function of the threshold. Increasing the threshold results in lower utilization of the big cluster and should, in theory, cause the average service time to increase monotonically. However, note that increasing the scheduling threshold from 300ms to 700ms improves the average service time. This is because high utilization of the big cluster at lower thresholds results in thermal spikes that cause the big cluster frequency to be throttled, hence degrading performance. Further increasing the threshold beyond 700 ms hurts performance because of decreasing big cluster utilization. At the same time, the average power consumption decreases monotonically with threshold. Therefore, the energy efficiency peaks at the same threshold as performance, increasing from only 36 tasks/J at a threshold of 300 ms to 93 tasks/J at the optimal threshold.

4.5 Comparison of Policies

Next, we compare the proposed policies to the two baseline policies in terms of performance, power and energy efficiency.

Performance Average service time for the baseline and proposed policies is plotted in Figure 4.3. Using only the little cluster results in the highest average service time per task, while additionally using the big cluster opportunistically when the little cluster is occupied reduces the average service time by almost $6 \times$. We observed even further boost in performance by using the proposed threshold policies, even though our proposed policies utilize the big cluster less than utilizing the big cores opportunistically. This is because the frequency of the big cores in the baseline policy is periodically throttled in response to thermal
spikes generated by the power consumption of big cores. We observed that even static in-order scheduling with task-based thresholds, the most constrained policy results in 18.1 s average service time. This results in $1.4 \times$ reduction in average service time compared to little+big opportunistic. Our best policy (dynamic out-of-order scheduling time-based thresholds) reduces average service time by almost $4.8 \times$ over little+big opportunistic.

To quantify the benefits of the proposed scheduling policies in meeting SLAs, we plot in Figure 4.4 the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of service time for the different policies. Observe that for any deadline constraint, our best performing policy significantly increases the fraction of jobs that meet the deadline compared to the two baseline policies. We also note that compared to in-order scheduling policies, the cdf curve for out-of-order scheduling has a shorter tail, illustrating that it is indeed effective in ensuring that critical jobs meet their deadlines.

**Power Consumption** Compared to the lowest power policy that utilizes little cores only
Figure 4.4: Cumulative Distribution Function Plot of the Different Configurations for Service Time.

Figure 4.5: Total Platform power for the Proposed and Baseline Scheduling Policies.

(4.44W), our proposed policies increase the power consumption marginally to 6.23 W (Figure 4.5), while providing 22× reduction in average service time. At the other extreme, uti-
lizing little+big opportunistic consumes almost 7.33 W, yet has 4.82× lower performance than our proposed policies. That is, the proposed policies achieve both better performance and lower power than opportunistically using both clusters by utilizing the big core only when needed. Note that these results are for total platform power consumption — the trends for CPU-only power consumption are similar.

![Energy Efficiency for the Proposed and Baseline Scheduling Policies](image)

**Energy Efficiency** Finally, the energy efficiency of each policy is summarized in Figure 4.6. We observed that the proposed policies achieve substantially better energy efficiency than both extremes, *i.e.*, using only the little cluster and using both clusters opportunistically. In particular, all of the static policies achieved around 15 tasks/J, which is 6.38× larger than using little cluster alone, and 2.25× larger than using both clusters opportunistically. We also noted that dynamic scheduling helps in particular with out of order scheduling and time based threshold, *i.e.*, when there are more degrees of freedom.
4.5.1 Impact of Dynamic Thresholds

As explained in Chapter 3, the job arrival rates change dynamically, it is beneficial to also change the threshold to adopt to the workload. Therefore, we implemented dynamic version of each algorithm and compared them with the static thresholds. Figure 4.3 shows that dynamically changing the thresholds indeed improves the average service time for all the algorithms. For instance, the optimal average service time of (In order, task threshold) reduces further from 18.1s to 16.4s by controlling the threshold dynamically. What is more, we achieve an impressive $4.82 \times$ reduction in the optimal average service time for (Out of order, time) over the baseline algorithm and $1.98 \times$ reduction in average service time over its static version, which was shown to be superior to other algorithms. More importantly, we can see a reduction of total power consumed by using dynamic thresholds as for (Out of order, time) a improvement of $1.45 \times$ is observed for the dynamic run-time behavior over its static version. This results in $1.89 \times$ improvement in energy efficiency by dynamically
Figure 4.8: Changing the Number of Active Cores Using Pareto Graph According to the Workload

changing the thresholds and an improvement of $5.64 \times$ over baseline policy for (Out of order, time). The advantage of dynamic thresholds can be seen clearly in Figure 4.9 as the queue occupancy for dynamic (Out of order, time) is the least among all the other algorithms. From Figure 4.7 it can also be observed that when using absolute time as the threshold instead of number of tasks in queue is much better as power spikes are decreased and only when needed then big cores are used. Therefore by using out of order processing and absolute time as threshold with dynamic run-time behavior we achieve maximum degrees of freedom as shown in Figure 1.3.

4.5.2 Analysis of Low-power Deadline Aware Scheduling Policy using Pareto Graph

As explained in Section 3.4.2 by using Pareto frontier graph as shown in Figure 3.4 the Deadline-Aware Out-of-Order Execution scheduling policy is modified to decrease power
consumption. As all the cores are not used throughout the run-time as shown in Figure 4.8, a increase in average service time is seen from 5.2s to 5.6s but total platform power consumption decreases from 6.26W for Deadline-Aware Out-of-Order Execution, the most optimal scheduling policy, to 5.8W and therefore the energy efficiency nearly remains same to 40 tasks/J. So for low-power needs Algorithm 3 should be used so that SLA is also met and make the power consumption bare minimum.

4.6 Analysis of Run-time Behavior

Figure 4.9(b)-(d) show the frequency of the big cluster, measured temperature and queue occupancy as a function of time for a 20 minute window. The corresponding rate at which search queries arrive for processing is shown in Figure 4.9(a).

We identified the optimal threshold as a function of job arrival rate empirically. Then, we analyzed the job queue occupancy as a function of time for the policies under study. Figure 4.9 shows that all policies are able to maintain a small queue utilization when the job arrival rate is small. However, running only the little cluster suffers from even small bursts in the job arrival process, as demonstrated by the peak at 400s. What is more, the queue occupancy blows as the input data becomes more intense.

In agreement with Figure 1.2 all of the proposed policies maintained a smaller queue occupancy. Note that the baseline policy in which both big and little cores are used opportunistically has the highest peak temperature and several short temperature spikes, because of the frequent utilization of three or even all four big cores, as seen in Figure 4.10. In response, the power governor scales the frequency of the big cluster from 2.2GHz to as low as 1.8GHz. In contrast, the proposed policies run cooler with 10°C-30°C lower peak temperature, since they keep the big cores dark more often (see Figure 4.10). This allows the big cluster continues to run at peak frequency throughout as shown in Figure 4.9(b), since there are no temperature spikes. Finally, the baseline policy that uses only little cores
Figure 4.9: (a): Number of Jobs per 42s intervals for workload under consideration (b): Frequency of Big core (A15) (c): Temperature of the Big core (A15) (d): Queue Occupancy for the different algorithms.
Figure 4.10: Number of Big Cores Active for “Little + Big Opportunistic” and Dynamic Out of Order Time Algorithms.

has the lowest peak temperature as expected. However, this comes at the expense of more than an order-of-magnitude performance loss, which can be explained by the large queue sizes that are observed when only little cores are used (see Figure 4.9(d)). In particular, dynamic out of order scheduling with threshold in absolute time achieved the best results, just like in performance. By utilizing the big cores very efficiently, it can maintain the queue utilization below 40 jobs even during the most intense period (800s-1200s).

4.7 Summary of Improvements

Before concluding the paper, we summarize the improvement over the baseline policy. We first note that out of order processing results in both better performance and but increase
in total power consumption. Likewise, expressing the threshold in time rather than number of tasks provides better performance and energy. Overall, (Out of order,time) scheduling policy gives the best performance and energy efficiency. Finally, we observe that dynamic threshold is superior to static threshold across all algorithms as expected. By using only static thresholds the average service time is reduced by $2.52 \times$ compared to the baseline, whereas dynamic threshold policy delivers as much as $4.8 \times$ improvement over baseline policy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheduling Policies</th>
<th>Static</th>
<th>Dynamic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In order,task</td>
<td>1.4x</td>
<td>1.53x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In order,time</td>
<td>1.8x</td>
<td>2.4x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of order,time</td>
<td>2.5x</td>
<td>4.8x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Asymmetric processors that integrate cores with varying power and performance operating points are becoming increasingly popular in the dark silicon era. Based on a state-of-the-art asymmetric multi-core processor with four big and four little cores, this paper demonstrates that naive scheduling policies based solely on performance lead to thermal violations, which eventually leads to either system shut-down or frequency throttling. We address this problem by presenting a family of threshold-type scheduling policies for big-LITTLE servers that judiciously manage the activation of big cores to jointly optimize power and energy efficiency, can run both types of cores simultaneously using heterogeneous multi-processing. Our policies provided $4.8 \times$ improvement in performance and $5.6 \times$ reduction in energy-efficiency, while keeping the peak temperature $30^\circ$C lower than naive solutions.
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